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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new class of Markov decision processes (MDPs), called
Tsallis MDPs, with Tsallis entropy maximization, which generalizes existing max-
imum entropy reinforcement learning (RL). A Tsallis MDP provides a unified
framework for the original RL problem and RL with various types of entropy, in-
cluding the well-known standard Shannon-Gibbs (SG) entropy, using an additional
real-valued parameter, called an entropic index. By controlling the entropic index,
we can generate various types of entropy, including the SG entropy, and a different
entropy results in a different class of the optimal policy in Tsallis MDPs. We also
provide a full mathematical analysis of Tsallis MDPs, including the optimality con-
dition, performance error bounds, and convergence. Our theoretical result enables
us to use any positive entropic index in RL. To handle complex and large-scale
problems, we propose a model-free actor-critic RL method using Tsallis entropy
maximization. We evaluate the regularization effect of the Tsallis entropy with
various values of entropic indices and show that the entropic index controls the
exploration tendency of the proposed method. For a different type of RL problems,
we find that a different value of the entropic index is desirable. The proposed
method is evaluated using the MuJoCo simulator and achieves the state-of-the-art
performance.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) combined with a powerful function approximation technique like a
neural network has shown noticeable successes on challenging sequential decision making problems,
such as playing a video game [1], learning complex control [2, 3], and realistic motion generation
[4]. A model-free RL algorithm aims to learn a policy that effectively performs a given task by
autonomously exploring an unknown environment where the goal of RL is to find an optimal policy
which maximizes the expected sum of rewards. Since the prior knowledge about the environment
is generally not given, an RL algorithm should consider not only gathering information about the
environment to find out which state or action leads to high rewards but also improving its policy
based on the collected information. Such trade-offs should be carefully handled to reduce the sample
complexity of a learning algorithm.
For the sake of efficient exploration of an environment, many RL algorithms employ maximization
of the Shannon-Gibbs (SG) entropy of a policy distribution. It has been empirically shown that
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maximizing the SG entropy of a policy along with reward maximization encourages exploration since
the entropy maximization penalizes a greedy behavior [5]. Eysenbach et al. [6] also demonstrated
that maximizing the SG entropy helps to learn diverse and useful behaviors. This penalty from the SG
entropy also helps to capture the multi-modal behavior where the resulting policy is robust against
unexpected changes in the environment Haarnoja et al. [7]. Theoretically, it has been shown that the
optimal solution of maximum entropy RL has a softmax distribution of state-action value, not a greedy
policy [8, 9, 7, 10]. Furthermore, maximum SG entropy in RL provides the connection between
policy gradient and value-based learning [8, 11]. In [12], it has been also shown that maximum
entropy induces a smoothed Bellman operator and it helps stable convergence of value function
estimation.
While the SG entropy in RL provides better exploration, numerical stability, and capturing multiple
optimal actions, it is known that the maximum SG entropy causes a performance loss since it hinders
exploiting the best action to maximize the reward [13, 14]. Such drawback is often handled by
scheduling a coefficient of the SG entropy to progressively vanish [15]. However, designing a proper
decaying schedule is still a demanding task in that it often requires an additional validation step in
practice. In [16], the same issue was handled by automatically manipulating the importance of actions
using the mutual information. On the other hand, an alternative way has been proposed to handle the
exploitation issue of the SG entropy using a sparse Tsallis (ST) entropy [13, 14], which is a special
case of the Tsallis entropy [17]. The ST entropy encourages exploration while penalizing less on a
greedy policy, compared to the SG entropy. However, unlike the SG entropy, the ST entropy may
discover a suboptimal policy since it enforces the algorithm to explore the environment less [13, 14].
In this paper, we present a unified framework for the original RL problem and maximum entropy
RL problems with various types of entropy. The proposed framework is formulated as a new class
of Markov decision processes with Tsallis entropy maximization, which is called Tsallis MDPs.
The Tsallis entropy generalizes the standard SG entropy and can represent various types of entropy,
including the SG and ST entropies by controlling a parameter, called an entropic index. A Tsallis
MDP presents a unifying view on the use of various entropies in RL. We provide a comprehensive
analysis of how a different value of the entropic index can provide a different type of optimal policies
and different Bellman optimality equations. Our theoretical result allows us to interpret the effects of
various entropies for an RL problem.
We also derive two dynamic programming algorithms: Tsallis policy iteration and Tsallis value
iteration for all postive entropic indices with optimality and convergence guarantees. We further
extend Tsallis policy iteration to a Tsallis actor-critic method for model-free large-scale problems.
The entropic index controls the exploration-exploitation trade-off in the proposed Tsallis MDP since
a different index induces a different bonus reward for a stochastic policy. Similar to the proposed
method, Chen et al. [18] also proposed an ensemble network of action value combining multiple
Tsallis entropies. While ensemble network with multiple Tsallis entropies shows efficient exploration
in discrete action problems, it has limitations in that it is not suitable for a continuous action space.
As aforementioned, it has been observed that using the SG and ST entropies show distinct exploration
tendencies. The former makes the policy always assign non-zero probability to all possible actions.
On the other hand, the latter can assign zero probability to some actions. The proposed Tsallis RL
framework contains both SG and ST entropy maximization as special cases and allows a diverse range
of exploration-exploitation trade-off behaviors for a learning agent, which is a highly desirable feature
since the problem complexity is different for each task at hand. We validate our claim in MuJoCo
simulations and demonstrate that the proposed method with a proper entropic index outperforms
existing actor-critic methods.
2 Background
In this section, we review a Markov decision process and define the Tsallis entropy using q-exponential
and q-logarithm functions.
2.1 Markov Decision Processes
A Markov decision process (MDP) is defined as a tupleM = {S,A, d, P, γ, r}, where S is the state
space, F is the corresponding feature space, A is the action space, d(s) is the distribution of an initial
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Figure 1: Examples of expq(x), lnq(x), and Sq(P ) of a Bernoulli distribution parameterized by
P1 , P (X = 1).
state, P (s′|s, a) is the transition probability from s ∈ S to s′ ∈ S by taking a ∈ A, γ ∈ (0, 1) is
a discount factor, and r is the reward function defined as r(s, a, s′) , E [R|s, a, s′] with a random
reward R. In our paper, we assume that r is bounded. Then, the MDP problem can be formulated as
follows:
maximize
pi∈Π Eτ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t
γtRt
]
, (1)
where
∑∞
t γ
tRt is a discounted sum of rewards, also called a return, Π is a set of policies, {pi|∀s, a ∈
S ×A, pi(a|s) ≥ 0,∑a pi(a|s) = 1}, and τ is an infinite sequence of state-action pairs sampled from
the transition probability and policy, i.e., st+1 ∼ P (·|st, at), at ∼ pi(·|st) for t ∈ [0,∞] and s0 ∼ d .
For a given pi, we can define the state value and state-action (or action) value as
V pi(s) , E
τ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtRt
∣∣∣∣∣s0 = s
]
,
Qpi(s, a) , E
τ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtRt
∣∣∣∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a
]
.
(2)
The solution of (1) is called the optimal policy pi?. The optimal value V ? = V pi
?
and action-value
Q? = Qpi
?
satisfy the Bellman optimality equation as follows: For ∀s, a,
Q?(s, a) = E
s′∼P
[
r(s, a, s′) + γV ?(s′)
]
V ?(s) = max
a′
Q?(s, a′), pi? ∈ arg max
a′
Q?(s, a′),
(3)
where arg maxa′ Q?(s, a′) indicates a set of policies satisfying Ea∼pi[Q?(s, a)] = maxa′ Q?(s, a′)
and a ∼ pi? indicates a ∼ pi?(·|s). Note that there may exist multiple optimal policies if the optimal
action value has multiple maxima with respect to actions.
2.2 q-Exponential, q-Logarithm, and Tsallis Entropy
Before defining the Tsallis entropy, let us first introduce variants of exponential and logarithm
functions, which are called q-exponential and q-logarithm, respectively. They are used to define the
Tsallis entropy and defined as follows1:
expq(x) ,
{
exp(x), if q = 1
[1 + (q − 1)x]
1
q−1
+ , if q 6= 1,
(4)
lnq(x) ,
{
log(x), if q = 1 and x > 0
xq−1−1
q−1 , if q 6= 1 and x > 0,
(5)
where [x]+ = max(x, 0) and q is a real number.
The property of q-exponential and q-logarithm depends on the value of q. We would like to note
that, for all q, lnq(x) is a monotonically increasing function with respect to x, since its gradient is
1Note that the definition of expq, lnq , and Tsallis entropy are slightly different from the original one [19] but
those settings are recovered by setting q = 2− q′.
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always positive. In particular, lnq(x) becomes log(x) when q → 1 and a linear function when q = 2.
However, the tendencies of their gradients are different. For q > 2, d lnq(x)/dx is an increasing
function. On the contrary, for q < 2, d lnq(x)/dx is a decreasing function. Especially, when q = 2, its
gradient becomes a constant. This property will play an important role for controlling the exploration-
exploitation trade-off when we model a policy using parameterized function approximation. Now, we
define the Tsallis entropy using lnq(x).
Definition 1. The Tsallis entropy of a random variableX with the distribution P is defined as follows
[19]:
Sq(P ) , E
X∼P
[− lnq(P (X))] . (6)
Here, q is called an entropic-index.
The Tsallis entropy can represent various types of entropy by varying the entropic index. For example,
when q → 1, S1(P ) becomes the Shannon-Gibbs entropy and when q = 2, S2(P ) becomes the
sparse Tsallis entropy [13]. Furthermore, when q → ∞, Sq(P ) converges to zero. Exmaples of
q-exponential, q-logarithm, and Sq(P ) are shown in Figure 1. We would like to emphasize that, for
q > 0, the Tsallis entropy is a concave function with respect to the density function, but, for q ≤ 0,
the Tsallis entropy is a convex function. Detail proofs are included in the supplementary material. In
this paper, we only consider the case when q > 0 since our purpose of using the Tsallis entropy is to
give a bonus reward to a stochastic policy.
3 Bandit with Maximum Tsallis Entropy
Before applying the Tsallis entropy to an MDP problem, let us consider a simpler case, which is a
stochastic multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem defined by only a reward function and action space,
i.e., {A, r}, where the reward only depends on an action, i.e., r(a) = E[R|a]. While an MAB is
simpler than an MDP, many properties of an MAB are analogous to that of an MDP.
In this section, we discuss an MAB with Tsallis entropy maximization defined as
max
pi∈∆
[
E
a∼pi
[R] + αSq(pi)
]
, (7)
where ∆ is a probability simplex whose element is a probability distribution and α is a coefficient. We
assume that an action a is a discrete random variable in this analysis but an extension to a continuous
action space is discussed in the supplementary material. Furthermore, we assume that α = 1 and,
for α 6= 1, by replacing r with r/α, the following analysis will hold. The Tsallis entropy leads to a
stochastic optimal policy and the problem (22) has the following solution
pi?q (a) = expq (r(a)/q − ψq (r/q)) , (8)
where ψq(·) is called a q-potential function [19], which is uniquely determined by the normalization
condition: ∑
a
pi?q (a) =
∑
a
expq (r(a)/q − ψq (r/q)) = 1. (9)
A detail derivation can be found in the supplementary material. Note that ψq is a mapping from r(·)
to a real value. The optimal solution (23) assigns a probability q-exponentially proportional to the
reward r(a) and ψq normalizes the probability. Since expq(x) is an increasing function when q > 0,
the optimal solution assigns high probability to an action with a high reward. Furthermore, using pi?q ,
the optimal value can be written as
E
a∼pi?
[R] + Sq(pi
?) =
(q − 1)
∑
a
r(a)
q
expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
+ ψq
(
r
q
)
.
(10)
Now, we can analyze how the optimal policy varies with respect to q. As mentioned in the previous
section, we only consider q > 0.
When q → 1, the optimal policy becomes a softmax distribution and ψq becomes a log-sum-exp
operator, i.e., pi?1 = exp(r(a) − ψ1(r)) and ψ1(r) = log
∑
a exp(r(a)) and the optimal value
4
Figure 2: Examples of pi?q with different q values. The first figure shows a given reward function over
eight actions.
becomes the same as ψ1(r). The softmax distribution is the well-known solution of the MDP with the
Shannon-Gibbs entropy [20, 8, 7, 9]. When q = 2, the problem (22) becomes the probability simplex
projection problem, where r is projected into ∆. It leads to pi?2(a) = [1 + (r(a)/2 − ψ2(r/2))]+
and ψ2(r/2) = 1 + (
∑
a∈S r(a)/2− 1)/|S|, where S is a supporting set, i.e., S = {a|pi?2(a) > 0}.
pi?2(a) is the optimal solution of the MDP with the ST entropy [13, 14]. Compared to pi
?
1 , pi
?
2 allows
zero probability to the action whose r(a) is below 2ψ2(r/2)− 2, whereas pi?1 cannot. Furthermore,
when q →∞, the problem becomes the original MAB problem since Sq becomes zero as q goes to
infinity. In this case, the optimal policy only assigns positive probability to optimal actions. If r(a)
has a single maximum, then the optimal policy becomes greedy.
Unfortunately, finding a closed form of ψq for a general value of q is intractable except q = 1, 2,∞
since it is the sum of radical equations with the index q. Thus, for other values of q, the solution
can be obtained using a numerical optimization method. This intractability of (24) hampers the
viability of the Tsallis entropy. Chen et al. [18] handled this issue by obtaining an approximated
closed form using the first order Tayler expansion of ψq . However, we propose an alternative way to
avoid numerical computation, which will be discussed in Section 6.
From aforementioned observations, we can observe that, as q increases from zero to infinity, the
optimal policy becomes more sparse and finally converges to a greedy policy. The optimal policy with
different q is shown in Figure 2. The effect of different α and q can be found in the supplementary
material. This tendency of the optimal policy also appears in the MDP with the Tsallis entropy. Many
existing methods employ the SG entropy to encourage the exploration. However, the Tsallis entropy
allows us to select the proper entropy according to the property of the environment.
3.1 q-Maximum
Before extending from MAB to MDP, we define the problem (22) as an operator, which is called
q-maximum. A q-maximum operator is a bounded approximation of the maximum operator. For a
function f(x), q-maximum is defined as follows:
q-max
x
(f(x)) , max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + Sq(P )
]
, (11)
where ∆ is a probability simplex whose element is a probability. The reason why this operator (11) is
called a q-maximum is that it has the following bounds.
Theorem 1. For any function f(x) defined on a finite input space X , the q-maximum satisfies the
following inequalities.
q-max
x
(f(x)) + lnq (1/|X |) ≤ max
x
(f(x)) ≤ q-max
x
(f(x)) (12)
where |X | is the cardinality of X .
The proof can be found in the supplementary material. The proof of Theorem 8 utilizes the definition
of q-maximum. This bounded property will be used to analyze the performance bound of an MDP
with the maximum Tsallis entropy. Furthermore, q-maximum plays an important role in the optimality
condition of Tsallis MDPs.
5
4 Maximum Tsallis Entropy in MDPs
In this section, we formulate MDPs with Tsallis entropy maximization, which will be named Tsallis
MDPs, by extending the SG entropy to the Tsallis entropy. We mainly focus on deriving the optimality
conditions and algorithms generalized for the entropic index so that a wide range of q values can
be used for a learning agent. First, we extend the definition of the Tsallis entropy so that it can be
applicable for a policy distribution in MDPs. The Tsallis entropy of a policy distribution pi is defined
by
S∞q (pi) , E
τ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtSq(pi(·|st))
]
.
Using S∞q , the original MDPs can be converted into Tsallis MDPs by adding S
∞
q (pi) to the objective
function as follows:
maximize
pi∈Π Eτ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t
γtRt
]
+ αS∞q (pi), (13)
where α > 0 is a coefficient of the Tsallis entropy. A state value and state-action value are redefined
for Tsallis MDPs as follows:
V piq (s) , E
τ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt (Rt + αSq(pi(·|st))
∣∣∣∣∣s0 = s
]
,
Qpiq (s, a) , E
τ∼P,pi
[
R0 + γV
pi
q (s1)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a] , (14)
where q is the entropic index. The goal of a Tsallis MDP is to find an optimal policy distribution
which maximizes both the sum of rewards and the Tsallis entropy whose importance is determined by
α. The solution of the problem (37) is denoted as pi?q and its value functions are denoted as V
?
q = V
pi?q
q
and Q?q = Q
pi?q
q , respectively. In our analysis, α is set to one, however one can easiliy generalize the
case of α 6= 1 by replacing r, V , and Q with r/α, V/α, and Q/α.
In the following sections, we first derive the optimality condition of (37), which will be called the
Tsallis-Bellman optimality (TBO) equation. Second, dynamic programming to solve Tsallis MDPs is
proposed with convergence and optimality guarantees. Finally, we provide the performance error
bound of the optimal policy of the Tsallis MDP, where the error is caused by the Tsallis entropy term.
The theoretical results derived in this section are extended to a viable actor-critic algorithm in Section
6.
4.1 Tsallis Bellman Optimality Equation
Using the q-maximum operator, the optimality condition of a Tsallis MDP can be obtained as follows.
Theorem 2. For q > 0, an optimal policy pi?q and optimal value V ?q sufficiently and necessarily
satisfy the following Tsallis-Bellman optimality (TBO) equations:
Q?q(s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γV ?q (s
′)|s, a]
V ?q (s) = q-max
a
(Q?q(s, a))
pi?q (a|s) = expq
(
Q?q(s, a)/q − ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)/q
))
,
(15)
where ψq is a q-potential function.
Proof Sketch. Unlike to the original Bellman equation, we derive Theorem 9 from Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions instead of the Bellman’s principle of optimality [21]. The proof consists of
three steps. First, the optimization variable in (37) is converted to a state-action visitation ρ based on
[22, 21].2 Second, after changing variables, (37) becomes a concave problem with respect to ρ. Thus,
we can apply KKT conditions since the strong duality holds. Finally, TBO equations are obtained
by solving the KKT conditions. The entire proof of Theorem 9 is included in the supplementary
material.
2ρ(s, a) , Eτ∼P,pi
[∑∞
t γ
t
1(st = s, at = a)
]
, where 1(·) is an indicator function.
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The TBO equation differs from the original Bellman equation in that the maximum operator is
replaced by the q-maximum operator. The optimal state value V ?q is the q-maximum of the optimal
state-action value Q?q and the optimal policy pi
?
q is the solution of q-maximum (11). Thus, as q
changes, pi?q can represent various types of q-exponential distributions. We would like to emphasize
that the TBO equation becomes the original Bellman equation as q diverges into infinity. This is
reasonable tendency since, as q → ∞, S∞ tends zero and the Tsallis MDP becomes the original
MDP. Furthermore, when q → 1, q-maximum becomes the log-sum-exponential operator and the
Bellman equation of maximum SG entropy RL, (a.k.a. soft Bellman equation) [7] is recovered. When
q = 2, the Bellman equation of maximum ST entropy RL, (a.k.a. sparse Bellman equation) [13] is
also recovered. Moreover, our result guarantees that the TBO equation holds for every real value
q > 0.
5 Dynamic Programming for Tsallis MDPs
In this section, we develop dynamic programming algorithms for a Tsallis MDP: Tsallis policy
iteration (TPI) and Tsallis value iteration (TVI). These algorithms can compute an optimal value
and policy and their convergence can be shown. TPI is a policy iteration method which consists
of policy evaluation and policy improvement. In TPI, first, a value function of a fixed policy is
computed and, then, the policy is updated using the value function. TVI is a value iteration method
which computes the optimal value directly. In dynamic programming of the original MDPs, the
convergence is derived from the maximum operator. Similarly, in the MDP with the SG entropy,
log-sum-exponential plays a crucial role for the convergence. In TPI and TVI, we generalize such
maximum or log-sum-exponential operators by the q-maximum operator, which is a more abstract
notion and available for all q > 0.
5.1 Tsallis Policy Iteration
We first discuss the policy evaluation method in a Tsallis MDP, which computes V piq and Q
pi
q for fixed
policy pi. Similar to the original MDP, a value function of a Tsallis MDP can be computed using the
expectation equation defined by
Qpiq (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γV piq (s
′)|s, a]
V piq (s) = E
a∼pi
[Qpiq (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))],
(16)
where s′ ∼ P indicates s′ ∼ P (·|s, a) and a ∼ pi indicates a ∼ pi(·|s). Equation (55) will be called
the Tsallis Bellman expectation (TBE) equation and it is derived from the definition of V piq and Q
pi
q .
Based on the TBE equation, we can define the operator for an arbitrary function F (s, a) over S ×A,
which is called the TBE operator,[T piq F ] (s, a) , E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s
′)|s, a]
VF (s) , E
a∼pi
[F (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))].
(17)
Then, the policy evaluation method for a Tsallis MDP can be simply defined as repeatedly applying
the TBE operator to an initial function F0: Fk+1 = T piq Fk.
Theorem 3 (Tsallis Policy Evaluation). For fixed pi and q > 0, consider the TBE operator T piq , and
define Tsallis policy evaluation as Fk+1 = T piq Fk for an arbitrary initial function F0 over S × A.
Then, Fk converges to Qpiq and satisfies the TBE equation (55).
The proof of Theorem 10 relies on the contraction property of T piq and the proof can be found in the
supplementary material. The contraction property guarantees the sequence of Fk converges to a fixed
point F∗ of T piq , i.e., F∗ = T piq F∗ and the fixed point F∗ is the same as Qpiq .
The value function evaluated from Tsallis policy evaluation can be employed to update the policy
distribution. In the policy improvement step, the policy is updated to maximize
∀s, pik+1(·|s) =
arg max
pi(·|s) Ea∼pi
[Qpikq (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))|s] (18)
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(a) World Model (b) Results of Theorem 14
Figure 3: (a) A reward map over 2D grid state space and actions with a transition model. A dark blue
(resp., blue and yellow) cell has a reward of −0.5 (resp., 0 and 2). (b) Performance of the optimal
policy of Tsallis MDPs with varying q from 1.0 to 10.0.
Theorem 4 (Tsallis Policy Improvement). For q > 0, let pik+1 be the updated policy from (60) using
Qpikq . For all (s, a) ∈ S ×A, Qpik+1q (s, a) is greater than or equal to Qpikq (s, a).
Theorem 12 tells us that the policy obtained by the maximization (60) has performance no worse
than the previous policy. From Theorem 10 and 12, it is guaranteed that the Tsallis policy iteration
gradually improves its policy as the number of iterations increases and it converges to the optimal
solution.
Theorem 5 (Optimality of TPI). When q > 0, define the Tsallis policy iteration as alternatively
applying (56) and (60), then pik converges to the optimal policy.
The proof is done by checking if the converged policy satisfies the TBO equation. In the next section,
Tsallis policy iteration is extended to a Tsallis actor-critic method which is a practical algorithm to
handle continuous state and action spaces and complex environments.
5.2 Tsallis Value Iteration
Tsallis value iteration is derived from the optimality condition. From the TBO equation, the TBO
operator is defined by
[TqF ] (s, a) , E
s′∼P
[
r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s)
∣∣s, a]
VF (s) , q-max
a′
(
F (s, a′)
)
.
(19)
Then, Tsallis value iteration (TVI) is defined by repeatedly applying the TBO operator: Fk+1 = TqFk.
Theorem 6. For q > 0, consider the TBO operator Tq, and define Tsallis value iteration as
Fk+1 = TqFk for an arbitrary initial function F0 over S ×A. Then, Fk converges to Q?q .
Similar to Tsallis policy evaluation, the convergence of Tsallis value iteration depends on the
contraction property of Tq, which makes Fk converges to a fixed point of Tq. Then, the fixed point
can be shown to satisfy the TBO equation.
5.3 Performance Error Bounds
We provide the performance error bounds of the optimal policy of a Tsallis MDP which can be
obtained by TPI or TVI. The error is caused by the regularization term used in Tsallis entropy
maximization. We compare the performance between the optimal policy of a Tsallis MDP and that of
the original MDP. The performance error bounds are derived as follows.
Theorem 7. Let J(pi) be the expected sum of rewards of a given policy pi, pi? be the optimal policy
of an original MDP, and pi?q be the optimal policy of a Tsallis MDP with an entropic index q. Then,
the following inequality holds:
J(pi?) + (1− γ)−1 lnq (1/|A|) ≤ J(pi?q ) ≤ J(pi?), (20)
where |A| is the cardinality of A and q > 0.
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The proof of Theorem 14 is included in the supplementary material. Here, we can observe that the
performance gap shows the similar property of the TBO equation. We further verify Theorem 14 on a
simple grid world problem. We compute the expected sum of rewards of pi?q obtained from TVI by
varying q values and compare them to the bounds in Theorem 14, as shown in Figure 3. Notice that
lnq (1/|A|) ∝ 1/|A|q−1 converges to zero as q → ∞. This fact supports that pi?q converges to the
greedy optimal policy in the original Bellman equation when q →∞.
To summarize this section, we derive dynamic programming methods for Tsallis MDPs with proofs
of convergence, optimality, and performance error bounds. One important result is that all theorems
derived in this section hold for every q > 0, for which Sq is concave. Furthermore, the previous
algorithms [20, 13] can be recovered by setting q to a specific value. This generalization makes it
possible to apply the Tsallis entropy to any sequential decision making problem by choosing the
proper entropic index depending on the nature of the problem.
TPI and TVI methods require the transition probability P to update the value function. Furthermore,
due to the intractability of ψq, it also requires an additional numerical computation to evaluate
q-maximum. In this regard, we extend TPI to an actor-critic method which can avoid these issues and
handle large-scale model-free RL problems.
6 Tsallis Actor Critic for Model-Free RL
In this section, we propose a Tsallis actor-critic (TAC), which can be applied to a complex environment
with continuous state and action spaces without knowing the transition probabilities. To address a
large-scale problem with continuous state and action spaces, we approximate Tsallis policy iteration
(TPI) using a neural network to estimate both value and policy functions. In the dynamic programming
setting, Tsallis policy improvement (60) and Tsallis value iteration (63) (TVI) require the same
numerical computation since a closed form solution of q-maximum (and (60)) is generally not known.
However, in TAC, the Tsallis policy improvement step is replaced by updating a policy network.
Our algorithm maintains five networks to model a policy piφ, state value Vψ , target value Vψ− , two ac-
tion valuesQθ1 andQθ2 . We also utilize a replay bufferD where every interactions (st, at, rt+1, st+1)
are stored and it is sampled when updating the networks. Value networks Vψ, Qθ1 and Qθ2 are up-
dated using (56) and piφ is updated using (60). Since (60) has the expectation over piφ which is
intractable, a stochastic gradient of (60) is required to update piφ. We employ the reparameterization
trick to approximate the stochastic gradient. In our implementation, we model a policy function as
a tangent hyperbolic of a Gaussian random variable which has been first introduced in [10] , i.e.,
a , fφ(s; ) = tanh(µφ(s) + σφ(s)),  ∼ N (0, I), where µφ(s) and σφ(s) are the outputs of piφ.
Then, the gradient of (60) becomes Est∼D [E∼N [∇φQθ(st, fφ)− α∇φ lnq(piφ(fφ|st))]], where
fφ = fφ(st, ) , D indicates a replay buffer and α is a coefficient of the Tsallis entropy. Thus, the
gradient of lnq(x) plays an important role in exploring the environment. Finally, the ψ− is updated
towards ψ using an exponential moving average method. Algorithmic details are similar to the soft
actor-critic (SAC) algorithm which is known to be the state of the art. Since we generalize the funda-
mental Bellman equation to the maximum Tsallis entropy case, the Tsallis entropy can be applied to
existing RL methods with the SG etropy by replacing the entropy term. Due to the space limitation,
more detailed settings are explained in the supplementary material where the implementation of TAC
are also included and it is available publicly3.
7 Experiment
In experiment, we verify the effect of the entropic index on exploration and compare our algorithm to
the existing state-of-the-art actor-critic methods on continuous control problems using the MuJoCo
simulators: HalfCheetah-v2, Ant-v2, Pusher-v2, Humanoid-v2, Hopper-v2, and Swimmer-v2. Note
that results for Hopper-v2 and Swimmer-v2 are included in the supplementary material. We first
evaluate how a different entropic index influences the exploration of TAC. As the entropic index
changes the structure of the Tsallis entropy, different entropic indices cause different types of
exploration. We also compare our method to various on-policy and off-policy actor-critic methods.
For on-policy methods, trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [23], which slowly updates a policy
3https://github.com/kyungjaelee/tsallis_actor_critic_mujoco
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(a) HalfCheetah-v2 (b) Ant-v2 (c) Pusher-v2 (d) Humanoid-v2
Figure 4: Average training returns on four MuJoCo tasks. A solid line is the average return over ten
trials and the shade area shows one variance.
network within the trust region to obtain numerical stability, and proximal policy optimization
(PPO) [24], which utilizes an importance ratio clipping for stable learning, are compared where a
value network is employed for generalized advantage estimation [25]. For off-policy methods, deep
deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [26], whose policy is modeled as a deterministic function
instead of a stochastic policy and is updated using the deterministic policy gradient, and twin delayed
deep deterministic policy gradient (TD3) [27], which modifies the DDPG method by applying two Q
networks to increase stability and prevent overestimation, are compared. We also compare the soft
actor-critic (SAC) method [10] which employs the Shannon-Gibbs entropy for exploration. Since
TAC can be reduced to SAC with q = 1 and algorithmic details are the same, we denote TAC with
q = 1 as SAC. For other algorithms, we utilize OpenAI’s implementations4 and extend the SAC
algorithm to TAC by replacing the SG entropy with the Tsallis entropy with the entropic index q. We
exclude [18], which also can utilize the Tsallis entropy in the Q learning method, since [18] is only
applicable for discrete action spaces.
7.1 Effect of Entropic Index
To verify the effect of the entropic index, we conduct experiments with wide range of q values:
{0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0} and measure the total average returns during training phase.
We only change the entropic index and fix an entropy coefficient α to 0.05 for Humanoid-v2 and
0.2 for other problems. We run entire algorithms with ten different random seeds and the results
are shown in Figure 6. We realize that the proposed method performs better when 1 ≤ q < 2 than
when 0 < q < 1 and q ≥ 2, in terms of stable convergence and final total average returns. Using
S0<q<1 generally shows poor performance since it hinders exploitation more strongly than the SG
entropy. For 1 ≤ q < 2, the Tsallis entropy penalizes less the greediness of a policy compared to the
SG entropy (or q = 1) where, for the same probability distribution, the value of S1≤q<2 is always
less than S1. However, the approximated stochastic gradient follows the gradient of − lnq(x), which
is inversely proportional to the policy probability similar to the SG entropy. Thus, the Tsallis entropy
within 1 ≤ q < 2 not only encourages exploration but also allows the policy to converge a greedy
policy. However, when q ≥ 2, the value of the Tsallis entropy is smaller than that of the SG entropy
for a given distribution and the gradient of q-logarithm is proportional to the policy probability. Then,
the action with smaller probability is less encouraged to be explored since its gradient is smaller
than the action with larger probability. Consequently, the Tsallis MDP shows an early convergence.
In this regards, we can see TAC with 1 ≤ q < 2 outperforms TAC with q ≥ 2. Furthermore, in
HalfCheetah-v2 and Ant-v2, TAC with 1.5 shows the best performance in 1 ≤ q < 2 while, in
Humanoid-v2, TAC with 1.2 shows the best performance. Furthermore, in Pusher-v2, the final total
average returns of all settings are similar, but TAC with 1.2 shows slightly faster convergence. We
believe that these results empirically show that there exists the most appropriate q value between one
and two depending on the environment while q > 2 has a negative effect on exploration.
7.2 Comparative Evaluation
Figure 7 shows the total average returns of TAC and other compared methods. We use the best q value
from the previous experiments. For SAC, the best hyperparameter reported in [10] is used. To verify
that there exists a more suitable entropic index than q = 1, we set all hyperparameters in TAC to be
the same as that of SAC and only change q values. SAC, TAC, and DDPG use the same architectures
for actor and critic networks, which are single layered fully connected neural networks with 300
4https://github.com/openai/spinningup
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(a) HalfCheetah-v2 (b) Ant-v2 (c) Pusher-v2 (d) Humanoid-v2
Figure 5: Comparison to existing actor-critic methods on four MuJoCo tasks. SAC (red square line)
is the same as TAC with q = 1 and TAC (blue pentagon line) indicates TAC with q 6= 1.
hidden units. However, TRPO and PPO employ a smaller architecture using 64 units since they
shows poor performances when a large network is used. Entire experimental settings are explained
in the supplementary material. To obtain consistent results, we run all algorithms with ten different
random seeds. TAC with a proper q value outperforms all existing methods in all environments.
While SAC generally outperforms DDPG, PPO, TRPO and shows similar or better performance than
TD3, except Ant-v2, TAC achieves better performance with a smaller number of samples than SAC
in all problems. Especially, in Ant-v2, TAC achieves the best performance with q = 1.5, while SAC
is the third best. Furthermore, in Humnoid-v2 which has the largest action space among all problems,
TAC with q = 1.2 outperforms all the other methods dramatically. Although hyperparameters for
TAC are not optimized, simply changing q values achieves a significant performance improvement.
These results demonstrate that, by properly setting q value, TAC can achieve the state-of-the-art
performance.
8 Conclusion
We have proposed a unified framework for maximum entropy RL problems. The proposed maximum
Tsallis entropy MDP generalizes a MDP with Shannon-Gibbs entropy maximization and allows a
diverse range of different entropies. The optimality condition of a Tsallis MDP is shown and the
convergence and optimality guarantees for the proposed dynamic programming for Tsallis MDPs
have been derived. We have also presented the Tsallis actor-critic (TAC) method, which can handle a
continuous state action space for model-free RL problems. It has been observed that there exists a
suitable entropic index for a different RL problem and TAC with a specific entropic index outperforms
all compared actor-critic methods. One valuable extension to this work is to learn a proper entropic
index for a given task, which is our future work.
A Tsallis Entropy
We show that the Tsallis entropy is a concave function over the distribution P and has the maximum at
an uniform distribution. Note that this is an well known fact, but, we restate it to make the manuscript
self-contained.
Proposition 1. Assume that X is a finite space. Let P is a probability distribution over X . If q > 0,
then, Sq(P ) is concave with respect to P .
Proof. Let us consider the function f(x) = −x lnq(x) defined over (x > 0). Second derivative of
d2f(x)/dx2 is computed as
d2f(x)
dx2
= −qxq−2 < 0 (x > 0, q > 0).
Thus, f(x) is a concave function. Now, using this fact, we show that the following inequality holds.
For λ1, λ2 ≥ 0 such that λ1 + λ2 = 1, and probabilities P1 and P2,
Sq(λ1P1 + λ2P2) =
∑
x
−(λ1P1(x) + λ2P2(x)) lnq(λ1P1(x) + λ2P2(x))
<
∑
x
−λ1P1(x) lnq(P1(x))− λ2P2(x) lnq(P2(x))
= λ1Sq(P1) + λ2Sq(P2).
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Consequently, Sq(P ) is concave with respect to P .
Proposition 2. Assume that X is finite space. Then, Sq(P ) is maximized when P is a uniform
distribution, i.e., P = 1/|X | where |X | is the number of elements in X .
Proof. We would like to employ the KKT condition on the following optimization problem.
max
P∈∆
Sq(P ) (21)
where ∆ = {P |P (x) ≥ 0,∑x P (x) = 1} is a probability simplex. SinceX is finite, the optimization
variables are probability mass defined over each element. The KKT condition of 21 is
∀x ∈ X , ∂ (Sq(pi)−
∑
x λ
?(x)P (x)− µ? (1−∑x P (x)))
∂P (x)
∣∣∣∣
P (x)=P?(x)
= − lnq(P ?(x))− (P ?(x))q−1 − λ?(x) + µ?
= −q lnq(P ?(x))− 1− λ?(x) + µ? = 0
∀x ∈ X , 0 = 1−
∑
x
P ?(x), P ?(x) ≥ 0
∀x ∈ X , λ?(x) ≤ 0
∀x ∈ X , λ?(x)P ?(x) = 0
where λ? and µ? are the Lagrangian multipliers for constraints in ∆. First, let us consider P ?(x) > 0.
Then, λ?(x) = 0 from the last condition (complementary slackness). The first condition implies
P ?(x) = expq
(
µ? − 1
q
)
.
Hence, P ?(x) has constant probability mass which means P ?(x) = 1/|S| where S = {x|P ?(x) >
0} . The optimal value is Sq(P ?) = − lnq(1/|S|). Since − lnq(x) is a monotonically decreasing
function, |S| should be the largest number as possible as it can be. Hence, S = X and P ?(x) =
1/|X |.
B Bandit with Maximum Tsallis Entropy
We first analyze a Bandit setting with maximum Tsallis entropy, which is defined as
max
pi∈∆
[
E
a∼pi
[R] + Sq(pi)
]
(22)
The following propositions are already done in several works ]. However, we restate it to introduce
the concept of maximum Tsallis entropy in an expectation maximization problem.
Proposition 3. The optimal solution of (22) is
pi?q (a) = expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
, (23)
where the q-potential function ψq is a functional defined on {A, r}. ψq is determined uniquely for
given {A, r} by the following normalization condition:∑
a
pi?q (a) =
∑
a
expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
= 1. (24)
Furthermore, using pi?q , the optimal value can be written as
E
a∼pi?
[R] + Sq(pi
?) = (q − 1)
∑
a
r(a)
q
expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
+ ψq
(
r
q
)
. (25)
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Proof. It is easy to check ψq exists uniquely for given {A, r}. Indeed, because expq ∈ [0,∞) is a
continuous monotonic function, for any {A, r}, ∑a expq ( rq − ξ) converge to 0 and∞ if ξ goes
to +∞ and −∞, respectively. Therefore by the intermediate value theorem, there exists a unique
constant ξ∗ ∈ R such that∑a expq ( r(a)q − ξ∗) = 1. Hence it is sufficient to take ψq(r/q) = ξ∗.
To show the remains, we mainly employ the convex optimization technique. Since Sq(pi) is concave
and the expectation and constraints of ∆ are linear w. r. t. pi, the problem is concave. Thus, strong
duality holds and we can use KKT conditions to obtain an optimal solution.
∆ has two constraints: sum-to-one and nonnegativity. Let µ be a dual variable for 1−∑a pi(a) = 0
and λ(a) be a dual variable for pi(a) ≥ 0. Then, KKT conditions are as follows:
∀ i 1−
∑
a
pi?q (a) = 0, pi
?
q (a) ≥ 0
∀ i λ?(a) ≤ 0
∀ i λ?(a)p?i = 0
∀ i r(a)− µ? − lnq(pi?q (a))− (pi?q (a))q−1 + λ?(a) = 0
(26)
where ? indicates an optimal solution. We focus on the last condition. The last condition is converted
into
0 = r(a)− µ? − lnq(pi?q (a))− (pi?q (a))q−1 + λ?(a)
0 = r(a)− µ? − lnq(pi?q (a))− (q − 1)
pi?q (a)
q−1 − 1
q − 1 − 1 + λ
?(a)
0 = r(a)− µ? − q lnq(pi?q (a))− 1 + λ?(a)
(27)
First, let’s consider positive measure pi?q (a) > 0 (λ
?(a) = 0). Then, from equation (27),
expq
(
r(a)
q
− µ
? + 1
q
)
= pi?q (a) (28)
and µ? can be found by solving the following equation:∑
a
expq
(
r(a)
q
− µ
? + 1
q
)
= 1. (29)
Since the equation (29) is exactly same as a normalization equation (24), µ? can be found using a
q-potential function ψq:
µ? = qψq
(
r
q
)
− 1 (30)
Then,
pi?q (a) = expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
. (31)
The optimal value of primal problem is
E
a∼pi?q
[R] + Sq(pi
?
q ) =
∑
a
r(a)pi?q (a)−
∑
a
[
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
)]
pi?q (a)
= (q − 1)
∑
a
r(a)
q
expq
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
+ ψq
(
r
q
)
.
(32)
Finally, let’s check the supporting set. For pi?q (a) > 0, the following condition should be satisfied:
1 + (q − 1)
(
r(a)
q
− ψq
(
r
q
))
> 0, (33)
where this condition comes from the definition of expq(x).
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Proposition 4. When q = 1 and q = 2, ψ1, pi?1 and ψ2, pi?2 are computed as follows:
pi?1 = exp(r(a)− ψ1(r))
ψ1(r) = log
∑
a
exp(r(a))
and
pi?2(a) =
[
1 +
(
r(a)
2
− ψ2
(r
2
))]
+
ψ2
(r
2
)
= 1 +
∑
a∈S r(a)/2− 1
|S| ,
where S is a supporting set, i.e., S = {a|pi?2(a) > 0}.
Proof. Let us start from the KKT condition in the proof of Remark 3. When q = 1, Equation (29)
becomes ∑
a
exp (r(a)− µ? − 1) = 1.
Then, ∑
a
exp (r(a)) = exp (µ? + 1)
log
(∑
a
exp (r(a))
)
= µ? + 1
µ? + 1 = ψ1 (r(a))
Finally,
pi?1 = exp(r(a)− ψ1(r))
ψ1(r) = log
∑
a
exp(r(a)).
When q = 2, let us consider the supporting set S of pi?2 . Then,∑
a∈S
exp2
(
r(a)
2
− µ
? + 1
2
)
=
∑
a∈S
(
1 +
r(a)
2
− µ
? + 1
2
)
= 1
∑
a∈S
(
1 +
r(a)
2
)
=
∑
a∈S
(
µ? + 1
2
)
+ 1
∑
a∈S
(
1 + r(a)2
)
− 1
|S| =
µ? + 1
2
µ? + 1
2
= ψ2
(r
2
)
.
Thus,
ψ2
(r
2
)
= 1 +
∑
a∈S r(a)/2− 1
|S|
C q-Maximum: Bounded Approximation of Maximum
Now, we prove the property of q-maximum which is defined by q-maxx(f(x)) ,
maxP∈∆ [EX∼P [f(X)] + Sq(P )]
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Theorem 8. For any function f(x) defined on finite input space X , the q-maximum satisfies the
following inequalities.
q-max
x
(f(x)) + lnq (1/|X |) ≤ max
x
(f(x)) ≤ q-max
x
(f(x)) (34)
where |X | is a cardinality.
Proof. First, consider the lower bound. Let ∆ be a probability simplex. Then,
q-max
x
(f(x)) = max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + Sq(P )
]
≤ max
P∈∆ EX∼P
[f(X)] + max
P∈∆
Sq(P )
= max
x
(f(x))− lnq
(
1
|X |
) (35)
where Sq(P ) has the maximum at an uniform distribution.
The upper bound can be proven using the similar technique. Let P ′ be the distribution whose
probability is concentrated at a maximum element, which means if x = arg maxx′ f(x′), then,
P ′(x) = 1 and, otherwise, P (x′) = 0. If there are multiple maximum at f(x), then, one of them
can be arbitrarily chosen. Then, the Tsallis entropy of P ′ becomes zero since all probability mass
is concentrated at a single instance, i.e., Sq(P ′) = 0. Then, the upper bound can be computed as
follows:
q-max
x
(f(x)) = max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + Sq(P )
]
≥ E
X∼P ′
[f(X)] + Sq(P
′) = f
(
arg max
x′
f(x′)
)
= max
x
f(x).
(36)
D Tsallis Bellman Optimality Equation
Markov Decision Processes with Tsallis entropy maximization is formulated as follows.
maximize
pi∈Π Eτ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t
γtRt
]
+ αS∞q (pi) (37)
In this section, we analyze the optimality condition of a Tsallis MDP.
Theorem 9. An optimal policy pi?q and optimal value V ?q sufficiently and necessarily satisfy the
following Tsallis-Bellman optimality (TBO) equations:
Q?q(s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γV ?q (s
′)|s, a]
V ?q (s) = q-max
a
(Q?q(s, a))
pi?q (a|s) = expq
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
))
,
(38)
where ψq is a q-potential function.
Before starting proof, we first remind two propositions and prove one lemma. They are mainly
employed to convert the optimization variable from pi to the state action visitation ρ.
Proposition 5. Let a state visitation be ρpi(s) = Eτ∼P,pi [
∑∞
t=0 γ
t
1(st = s)] and state action
visitation be ρpi(s, a) = Eτ∼P,pi [
∑∞
t=0 γ
t
1(st = s, at = a)] . Following relationships hold.
ρpi(s) =
∑
a
ρpi(s, a), ρpi(s, a) = ρpi(s)pi(a|s) (39)
∑
a
ρpi(s, a) = d(s) +
∑
s′,a′
P (s|s′, a′)ρpi(s′, a′), ρpi(s, a) (40)
where Equation (40) is called Bellman Flow constraints.
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Proof. Proof can be found in [21, 22]
Proposition 5 tells us, for fixed policy pi, ρpi satisfies Bellman Flow constraints. Then, the next remark
show the opposite direction where if some function ρ satisfies Bellman Flow constraints, then there
exist an unique policy which induces ρ.
Proposition 6 (Theorem 2 of (author?) [22]). Let M be a set of state-action visitation measures,
i.e., M , {ρ|∀s, a, ρ(s, a) ≥ 0, ∑a ρ(s, a) = d(s) +∑s′,a′ P (s|s′, a′)ρ(s′, a′)}. If ρ ∈M, then
it is a state-action visitation measure for piρ(a|s) , ρ(s,a)∑
a′ ρ(s,a′)
, and piρ is the unique policy whose
state-action visitation measure is ρ.
Proof. Proof can be found in [21, 22].
Now, proposition 5 and 6 tell us that a policy and state action visitation have the one-to-one corre-
spondence. In the following lemmas, we convert the optimization variable from pi to ρ based on
one-to-one correspondence.
Lemma 9.1. Let
S¯∞q (ρ) = −
∑
s,a
ρ(s, a) lnq
(
ρ(s, a)∑
a′ ρ(s, a
′)
)
.
Then, for any stationary policy pi ∈ Π and any state-action visitation measure ρ ∈M, S∞q (pi) =
S¯∞q (ρpi) and S¯
∞
q (ρ) = S
∞
q (piρ) hold.
Proof. First, show that S∞q (pi) = S¯
∞
q (ρpi).
S∞q (pi) = E
τ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtSq(pi(·|st))
]
=
∑
s
Sq(pi(·|s)) · Eτ∼P,pi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt1(st = s)
]
=
∑
s
Sq(pi(·|s))ρpi(s) =
∑
s,a
− lnq(pi(a|s))pi(a|s)ρpi(s)
=
∑
s,a
− lnq
(
ρpi(s, a)∑
a′ ρpi(s, a
′)
)
ρpi(s, a) = S¯
∞
q (ρpi)
(41)
Next, show that S¯∞q (ρ) = S
∞
q (piρ).
S¯∞q (ρ) =
∑
s,a
− lnq
(
ρ(s, a)∑
a′ ρ(s, a
′)
)
ρ(s, a) =
∑
s,a
− lnq(piρ(a|s))piρ(a|s)ρ(s) = S∞q (piρ) (42)
Corollary 9.1.1. The problem (43) is equivalent to a Tsallis MDP, which means if ρ? is an optimal
solution of (43), then, piρ? is an optimal solution of a Tsallis MDP and vice versa.
Proof. Let ρ? be an optimal solution of (43). Assume that there exist another policyt pi′ such
that J(pi′) + S∞q (pi
′) > J(piρ?) + S∞q (piρ?) where J(pi) = Eτ∼pi,P [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tRt]. Then,∑
s,a ρpi′(s, a)r(s, a)+ S¯
∞
q (ρpi′) >
∑
s,a ρ?(s, a)r(s, a)+ S¯
∞
q (ρ?). It contradicts to the fact that ρ
?
is the optimal solution of (43). Thus, for all pi, J(pi) + S∞q (pi) ≤ J(piρ?) + S∞q (piρ?) which means
piρ? is the optimal policy. The opposite direction also can be proven in the same way.
Lemma 9.1 shows that S¯∞q (ρ) and S
∞
q (pi) has the same function value. Thus, we can freely change
the optimization variable from pi to ρ since the optimal point does not change due to the Corollary
9.1.1.
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D.1 Variable Change
Based on Proposition 6 and Lemma 9.1, we convert a Tsallis MDP problem to
maximize
ρ
∑
s,a
ρ(s, a)
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)−
∑
s,a
ρ(s, a) lnq
(
ρ(s, a)∑
a′ ρ(s, a
′)
)
subject to ∀s, a, ρ(s, a) ≥ 0,
∑
a
ρ(s, a) = d(s) +
∑
s′,a′
P (s|s′, a′)ρ(s′, a′).
(43)
Now, the optimization variables in the problem (43) is a state action visitation. In the following
lemmas, we show that the problem (43) is concave with respect to a state action visitation.
Lemma 9.2. S¯∞q (ρ) is concave function with respect to ρ ∈M
Proof. Let us consider the function f(x) = −x lnq(x) defined over (x > 0). Second derivative of
d2f(x)/dx2 is computed as
d2f(x)
dx2
= −qxq−2 < 0 (x > 0).
Since its second derivative is always negative on its domain, f(x) is a concave function. From this
fact, we can show that S¯∞q (ρ) is concave. Proving the concavity is equivalent to show that for any
0 < λ1, λ2 < 1 such that λ1 + λ2 = 1, and for ρ1, ρ2 ∈M the following inequality holds
S¯∞q (λ1ρ1 + λ2ρ2) > λ1S¯
∞
q (ρ1) + λ2S¯
∞
q (ρ2)
For notional simplicity, let ρ˜ be λ1ρ1 +λ2ρ2 and define µ1 =
λ1
∑
a′ ρ1(s,a
′)∑
a′ ρ˜(s,a′)
and µ2 =
λ2
∑
a′ ρ2(s,a
′)∑
a′ ρ˜(s,a′)
.
Note that from the definition, µ1 + µ2 = 1. It can be shown as follow:
S¯∞q (λ1ρ1 + λ2ρ2) = −
∑
s,a
ρ˜(s, a) lnq
(
λ1ρ1(s, a) + λ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)
)
= −
∑
s,a
ρ˜(s, a) lnq
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
= −
∑
s,a
(∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)
λ1ρ1(s, a) + λ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)
)
lnq
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
= −
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)
)
lnq
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
(44)
Then, for all s, a,
−
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)
)
lnq
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
> −µ1 ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
)
− µ2 ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
Equation (44) becomes
S¯∞q (λ1ρ1 + λ2ρ2) =−
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)
)
lnq
(
µ1ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
+
µ2ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
>−
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)µ1
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
)
−
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)µ2
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
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Since
∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)µ1
ρ1(s,a)∑
a′ ρ1(s,a′)
=
∑
a′ ρ˜(s, a
′)λ1
∑
a′ ρ1(s,a
′)∑
a′ ρ˜(s,a′)
ρ1(s,a)∑
a′ ρ1(s,a′)
= λ1ρ1(s, a), finally,
we get
S¯∞q (λ1ρ1 + λ2ρ2) >−
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)µ1
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
)
−
∑
s,a
∑
a′
ρ˜(s, a′)µ2
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
lnq
(
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
=−
∑
s,a
λ1ρ1(s, a) lnq
(
ρ1(s, a)∑
a′ ρ1(s, a
′)
)
−
∑
s,a
λ2ρ2(s, a) lnq
(
ρ2(s, a)∑
a′ ρ2(s, a
′)
)
=λ1S¯
∞
q (ρ1) + λ2S¯
∞
q (ρ2)
Note that this proof holds for every q value greater than zero.
Corollary 9.2.1. The problem (43) is concave with respect to ρ ∈M
Proof. The objective function of (43) is concave function w.r.t ρ since the first term is linear and
the second term is concave be Lemma 9.2. All constraints are linear w.r.t ρ. Thus, the problem is a
concave problem.
D.2 Proof of Tsallis Bellman Optimality Equation
Proof of Theorem 9. Since the problem (43) is concave with respect to ρ, the primal and
dual solutions necessarily and sufficiently satisfy a KKT condition. First, the Lagrangian
objecitve L , ∑s,a ρ(s, a)r(s, a) − ∑s,a ρ(s, a) lnq ( ρ(s,a)∑
a′ ρ(s,a′)
)
+
∑
s,a λ(s, a)ρ(s, a) +∑
s µ(s)
(
d(s) +
∑
s′,a′ P (s|s′, a′)ρ(s′, a′)−
∑
a ρ(s, a)
)
where λ(s, a) and µ(s) are dual vari-
ables for nonnegativity and Bellman flow constraints. The KKT conditions of the problem (43) are as
follows:
∀s, a, ρ?(s, a) ≥ 0, d(s) +
∑
s′,a′
P (s|s′, a′)ρ?(s′, a′)−
∑
a
ρ?(s, a) = 0
∀s, a, λ?(s, a) ≤ 0
∀s, a, λ?(s, a)ρ?(s, a) = 0
∀s, a, 0 =
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)P (s′|s, a)− µ?(s)− q lnq
(
ρ?(s, a)∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′)
)
− 1
+
∑
a
(
ρ?(s, a)∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′)
)q
+ λ?(s, a)
(45)
We would like to note that the dervative of S¯∞q (ρ) is computed as follows:
∂S¯∞q (ρ)
∂ρ(s′′, a′′)
= −
∑
s,a
∂ρ(s, a)
∂ρ(s′′, a′′)
lnq
(
ρ(s, a)∑
a′ ρ(s, a
′)
)
−
∑
s,a
ρ(s, a)
∂ lnq
(
ρ(s, a)/
∑
a′ ρ(s, a
′)
)
∂ρ(s′′, a′′)
= − lnq
(
ρ(s′′, a′′)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)
−
∑
a
ρ(s′′, a)
(
ρ(s′′, a)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)q−2(
δa′′(a)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
− ρ(s
′′, a)(∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)2
)
= − lnq
(
ρ(s′′, a′′)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)
−
(
ρ(s′′, a′′)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)q−1
+
∑
a
(
ρ(s′′, a)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)q
= −q lnq
(
ρ(s′′, a′′)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)
− 1 +
∑
a
(
ρ(s′′, a)∑
a′ ρ(s
′′, a′)
)q
(46)
Then, we show that µ?(s) is the same as optimal value V ?q (s). From the stationary condition, by
multiplying piρ?(a|s) = ρ?(s, a)/
∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′) and summing up with respect to a, the following
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equation is obtained:
0 =
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)− µ?(s)
− q
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq
(
ρ?(s, a)∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′)
)
− 1 +
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)
∑
a′′
(
ρ?(s, a′′)∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′)
)q
+
∑
a
λ?(s, a)piρ?(a|s)
=
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)− µ?(s)− q
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq (piρ?(a|s))
− 1 +
∑
a′′
piρ?(s, a)
q +
∑
a
λ?(s, a)piρ?(a|s)
=
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)− µ?(s)− q
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq (piρ?(a|s))
− 1 +
∑
a′′
piρ?(s, a)
q
=
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)− µ?(s)− q
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq (piρ?(a|s))
+ (q − 1)
∑
s,a
piρ?(s, a) lnq (piρ?(s, a))
=
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)− µ?(s)−
∑
s,a
piρ?(s, a) lnq (piρ?(s, a)) .
(47)
Finally,
µ?(s) =
∑
a
∑
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s) + γ
∑
s′
µ?(s′)
∑
a
P (s′|s, a)piρ?(a|s)−
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq (piρ?(a|s))
= Es′∼P,a∼pi
[
r(s, a, s′) + αSq(piρ?(·|s)) + γµ?(s′)
∣∣s] (48)
This equation (48) exactly satisfies Tsallis Bellman expectation (TBE) equation of piρ? . Thus, we
want to claim that µ?(s) is the value V piρ? (s) of optimal policy piρ? , i.e., µ?(s) = V ?q (s). However,
to guarantee µ?(s) = V ?q (s), we should prove the following statement: if an arbitrary function f(s)
satisfies a TBE equation for pi, then, f(s) = V pi(s), which is not yet proven but it will be in Theorem
10. In this proof, let us just believe Theorem 10.
Then, we first analyze a positive state-action visitation ρ?(s, a) > 0 (λ?(s, a) = 0). Using
the fact that µ? = V ?q , we can obtain Q
?
q(s, a) = Es′∼P [r(s, a, s
′) + γµ?(s′)]. By replac-
ing ρ?(s, a)/
∑
a′ ρ
?(s, a′) with piρ?(a|s) and using Q?q(s, a) = Es′∼P [r(s, a, s′) + γµ?(s′)] and
µ?(s) = V ?(s),
Q?q(s, a)− V ?q (s)− q lnq (piρ?(a|s))− 1 +
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)q = 0
Q?q(s, a)
q
− V
?
q (s) + 1−
∑
a (piρ?(a|s))q
q
= lnq (piρ?(a|s))
expq
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− V
?
q (s) + 1−
∑
a (piρ?(a|s))q
q
)
= piρ?(a|s).
(49)
Now, we can use
∑
a pi(a|s) = 1. By summing up with respect to a,∑
a
expq
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− V
?
q (s) + 1−
∑
a (piρ?(a|s))q
q
)
= 1. (50)
This equation is the normalization equation of q-exponential distribution (24). So, we can obtain the
relationship between q-potential and the optimal value function.
ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
)
=
V ?q (s) + 1−
∑
a (piρ?(a|s))q
q
(51)
Finally, it is shown that the optimal policy has q-exponential distribution of Q?q(s, ·).
expq
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
))
= piρ?(a|s) (52)
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By plugging in this result into (48),
V ?q (s) =
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)
∑
s′
[
r(s, a, s′) + γV ?q (s
′)P (s′|s, a)]−∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq
(
pi?q (a|s)
)
=
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)Q?q(s, a)−
∑
a
piρ?(a|s) lnq
(
pi?q (a|s)
)
=
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)Q?q(s, a)−
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
))
= (q − 1)
∑
a
piρ?(a|s)
Q?q(s, a)
q
+ ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
)
= q-max
a′
(
Q?q(s, a
′)
)
(53)
where the last equation is derived using the Equation (25).
To summarize, we obtain the optimality condition for a Tsallis MDP as follows:
Q?q(s, a) = Es′ [r(s, a, s
′) + γV ?(s′)|s, a]
V ?q (s) = q-max
a′
(Q?q(s, a
′))
pi?q (a|s) = expq
(
Q?q(s, a)
q
− ψq
(
Q?q(s, ·)
q
)) (54)
We call these equations Tsallis Bellman optimality (TBO) equations.
E Tsallis Policy Iteration
E.1 Tsallis Bellman Expectation (TBE) Equation
In Tsallis policy evaluation, for fixed pi, the value functions of pi have the relationship as follows:
Qpiq (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γV piq (s
′)|s, a]
V piq (s) = E
a∼pi
[Qpiq (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))],
(55)
These equations are derived from the definition of V piq and Q
pi
q . Thus, if we have some value functions
of Tsallis MDP, then, they satisfies TBE equation trivially. However, main goal of Tsallis policy
evaluation is to prove the opposite direction: if an arbitrary function f(s) satisfies a TBE equation
for pi, then, f(s) = V pi(s).
E.2 Tsallis Bellman Expectation Operator and Tsallis Policy Evaluation
[T piq F ] (s, a) , E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s′)|s, a]
VF (s) , E
a∼pi
[F (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))],
(56)
where s′ ∼ P indicates s′ ∼ P (·|s, a) and a′ ∼ pi indicates a′ ∼ pi(·|s). Then, policy evaluation
method in a Tsallis MDP can be simply defined as
Fk+1 = T piq Fk.
Theorem 10 (Tsallis Policy Evaluation). For any fixed policy pi and entropic-index q ≥ 1, consider
Tsallis Bellman expectation (TBE) operator T piq , and for an arbitrary initial function F over S ×A,
define Tsallis policy evaluation Fk+1 = T piq Fk. Then, Fk converges into the Qpiq and satisfies TBE
equation (55). In other words, the value function satisfying the TBE equation (55) is unique.
Before proving Theorem 10, we first drive the properties of T piq .
Lemma 10.1. For F : S ×A → R and c ∈ R+, T piq (F + c1) = T piq F +γc1 where 1 : S ×A → 1
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Proof. For all s, a,
VF+c1(s) = E
a∼pi
[F (s, a) + c− lnq(pi(a|s))] = E
a∼pi
[F (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))] + c = VF (s) + c[T piq (F + c1)] (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF+c1(s
′)|s, a] = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s
′) + γc|s, a]
= E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s
′)|s, a] + γc = T piq F (s) + γc
(57)
Lemma 10.2. For F,G : S × A → R and F  G, T piq (F )  T piq (G) where  indicates
F (s, a) ≥ G(s, a) for all s, a.
Proof. For all s, a,
VF (s) = E
a∼pi
[F (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))] < E
a∼pi
[G(s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))] = VG(s)[T piq F ] (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s
′)|s, a] < E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVG(s
′)|s, a] = [T piq G] (s, a) (58)
Lemma 10.3. T piq is γ-contraction mapping in (C(S × A, R), | · |∞) where C(S × A, R) , {F :
S ×A → R} and |F −G|∞ = sups,a |F (s, a)−G(s, a)|
Proof. Let d = |F − G|∞. The, G − d1  F  G + d1. From Lemma 10.2, T piq (G + d1) 
T piq F  T piq (G − d1). From Lemma 10.1, T piq G + γd1  T piq F  T piq G − γd1. Then,γd1 T piq F − T piq G  −γd1. Finally,
|T piq F − T piq G|∞ ≤ γd = γ|F −G|∞.
Consequently, T piq is γ-contraction.
E.2.1 Proof of Tsallis Policy Evaluation
Proof of Theorem 10. From Lemma 10.3, T piq is γ-contraction and has an unique fixed point F∗ =T piq F∗ from the Banach fixed point theorem. Then, for any initial function F , a sequence of Fk
converges to the fixed point, i.e., F∗ = limk→∞(T piq )kF0. The fixed point F∗ satisfies a TBE equation
as follows:
F∗(s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF∗(s
′)|s, a]
VF∗(s) = E
a∼pi
[F∗(s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))],
(59)
Since F∗ is unique, F∗ is the only function which satisfies a TBE equation. Thus, F∗ = Qpiq .
E.3 Tsallis Policy Improvement
The value function evaluated from Tsallis policy evaluation can be employed to update the policy
distribution. In policy improvement step, the policy will be updated to maximize
∀s, pik+1(·|s) , arg max
pi(·|s) Ea∼pi
[Qpikq (s, a)− lnq(pi(a|s))|s] (60)
Theorem 11 (Tsallis Policy Improvement). Let pik+1 be the updated policy from (60) using Qpikq .
For all (s, a) ∈ S ×A, Qpik+1q (s, a) is greater than Qpikq (s, a).
Proof. , unless pik = pik+1 Since pik+1 is updated by maximizing Equation (60) and the maximization
in Equation (60) is concave with respect to pi, the following inequality holds
E
a∼pik+1
[
Qpikq (s, a)− lnq(pik+1(a|s))
∣∣s] ≥ E
a∼pik
[
Qpikq (s, a)− lnq(pik(a|s))
∣∣s] = V pikq (s), (61)
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where the equality holds when pik+1 = pik. This inequality induces a performance improvement,
Qpikq (s, a) = E
s1∼P
[
r(s0, a0, s1) + γV
pik
q (s1)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a]
≤ E
s1∼P
[r(s0, a0, s1)|s0 = s, a0 = a]
+ γ E
s1,a1∼P,pik+1
[
Qpikq (s1, a1)− lnq(pik+1(a1|s1))
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a]
= E
s1∼P
[r(s0, a0, s1)|s0 = s, a0 = a]
+ γ E
s1:2,a1∼P,pik+1
[
r(s1, a1, s2)− lnq(pik+1(a1|s1)) + γV pikq (s2)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a]
≤ E
s1∼P
[r(s0, a0, s1)|s0 = s, a0 = a]
+ γ E
s1:t+1,a1:t∼P,pik+1
[
t∑
k=1
γk−1 (r(sk, ak, sk+1)− lnq(pik+1(ak|sk))
∣∣∣∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a
]
+ γt+1 E
st+1∼P,pik+1
[
V pikq (st+1)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a]
...
≤ E
s1∼P
[
r(s0, a0, s1) + γV
pik+1
q (s1)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a] = Qpik+1q (s, a),
(62)
where γt+1Est+1∼P,pik+1
[
V pikq (st+1)
∣∣s0 = s, a0 = a]→ 0 as t→∞.
Theorem 12 (Optimality of TPI). TPI converges into an optimal policy and value of a Tsallis MDP.
Proof. From the fact that reward function r has upper bound rmax and S × A is bounded, Qpikq
is also bouned. Then, since a sequence of Qpikq is monotonically non-decreasing and bounded, it
converges to some point pi∗. Now, proof will be done by showing pi∗ = pi?q . First, from the policy
improvement, We have pi∗(·|s) = arg maxpi(·|s)Ea∼pi[Qpi∗q (s, a) − lnq(pi(a|s))|s] and at pi∗, the
equality in Equation (61) holds, i.e., V pi∗q (s) = Ea∼pi∗
[
Qpi∗q (s, a)− α lnq(pi∗(a|s))
∣∣s]. Then, the
following equality holds,
V pi∗q (s) = max
pi(·|s) Ea∼pi
[
Qpi∗q (s, a)− α lnq(pi(a|s))
∣∣s] ,
which is equivalent to V pi∗q (s) = q-maxa′ Q
pi∗(s, a′). It can be also known that pi∗ is the solution
of q-maximum. From the TBE equation, Qpi∗q (s, a) = Es′∼P [r(s, a, s
′) + γV pi∗q (s
′)|s, a]. Thus, pi∗
satisfies a TBO equation and by Theorem 9, pi∗ = pi?q .
E.4 Tsallis Value Iteration
Tsallis value iteration is derived from the optimality equation. From TBO equation, Tsallis Bellman
optimality operator is defined by
[TqF ] (s, a) , E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s)|s, a]
VF (s) , q-max
a′
(F (s, a′)) .
(63)
Then, a Tsallis value iteration is defined by repeatedly applying TBO operator:
Fk+1 = TqFk.
Theorem 13. For any fixed entropic-index q ≥ 1, consider Tsallis Bellman optimality (TBO) operator
Tq , and for an arbitrary initial function F0 over S ×A, define Tsallis value iteration Fk+1 = TqFk.
Then, Fk converges into the Q?q .
Before proving Theorem 13, we first drive the properties of q-maximum and Tq .
Lemma 13.1. For any function f(x) defined on finite input space X and c ∈ R, The following
equality hold:
1. q-maxx(f(x) + c1) = q-maxx(f(x)) + c
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2. q-maxx(f(x)) is monotone. If f  g, then q-maxx(x) ≤ q-maxx(y)
where 1 is a constant function whose value is one.
Proof. For property 1,
q-max
x
(f(x) + c1) = max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X) + c1(X)] + Sq(P )
]
= max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + c+ Sq(P )
]
= max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + Sq(P )
]
+ c = q-max
x
(f(x)) + c
(64)
For property 2,
q-max
x
(f(x)) = max
P∈∆
[
E
X∼P
[f(X)] + Sq(P )
]
= E
X∼P?(f)
[f(X)] + Sq(P
?(f)) ≤ E
X∼P?(f)
[g(X)] + Sq(P
?(f)) (∵ f  g)
≤ max
P ′∈∆
[
E
X∼P ′
[g(X)] + Sq(P
′)
]
= q-max
x
(f(x)),
(65)
where P ?(f) indicates the optimal distribution of q-maxx(f(x)).
Lemma 13.2. For F : S ×A → R and c ∈ R, Tq (F + c1) = TqF + γc1 where 1 : S ×A → 1
Proof. For all s, a,
VF+c1(s) = q-max
a′
(F (s, a′) + c) = q-max
a′
(F (s, a′)) + c = VF (s) + c
[TqF + c1] (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF+c1(s′)|s, a]
= E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s′) + γc|s, a]
= E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s′)|s, a] + γc = [TqF ] (s, a) + γc
(66)
Lemma 13.3. For F,G : S × A → R and F  G, Tq (F )  Tq (G) where  indicates F (s, a) ≥
G(s, a) for all s, a.
Proof. For all s, a,
VF (s) = q-max
a′
(F (s, a′)) ≤ q-max
a′
(G(s, a′)) = VG(s)
[TqF ] (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF (s′)|s, a]
≤ E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVG(s′)|s, a] = [TqG] (s, a)
(67)
Lemma 13.4. Tq is γ-contraction mapping in (C(S × A, R), | · |∞) where C(S × A, R) , {F :
S ×A → R} and |F −G|∞ = sups,a |F (s, a)−G(s, a)|
Proof. Let d = |F −G|∞. The, G− d1  F  G+ d1. From Lemma 10.2, Tq(G+ d1)  TqF 
Tq(G−d1). From Lemma 10.1, TqG+γd1  TqF  TqG−γd1. Then,γd1  TqF−TqG  −γd1.
Finally,
|TqF − TqG|∞ ≤ γd = γ|F −G|∞.
Consequently, Tq is γ-contraction.
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E.4.1 Proof of Tsallis Value Iteration
Proof of Theorem 13. From Lemma 13.4, Tq is γ-contraction and has an unique fixed point F∗ =
TqF∗ from the Banach fixed point theorem. Then, for any initial function F , a sequence of Fk
converges to the fixed point, i.e., F∗ = limk→∞(Tq)kF0. The fixed point F∗ satisfies a TBO equation
as follows:
F∗(s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γVF∗(s
′)|s, a]
VF∗(s) = q-max
a
[F∗(s, a)],
(68)
Since TBO equation is the necessary and sufficient conditions,F∗ = Q?q .
E.5 Performance Error Bounds
Theorem 14. Let J(pi) be the expected sum of rewards of a given policy pi, pi? be the optimal policy
of an original MDP, and pi?q be the optimal policy of a Tsallis MDP with an entropic index q. Then,
the following inequality holds,
J(pi?) + (1− γ)−1 lnq (1/|A|) ≤ J(pi?q ) ≤ J(pi?). (69)
where |A| is the cardinality.
Lemma 14.1. Let
[T F ](s, a) , E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γmax
a′
F (s′, a′)|s, a]
for a function F . T is the original Bellman optimality operator which is used for an original value
iteration. Then, for all positive integer k and any function F over S ×A,
T kq F  T kF
where T k indicates k tiems application of T . Furthermore, V ?q  V ? holds which means that the
optimal value of Tsallis MDP is greater than the optimal value of the original MDP.
Proof. When k = 1, from Lemma 13.1, for all s, a,
[T F ] (s, a) = E
s′∼P
[r(s, a, s′) + γmax
a′
F (s′, a′)|s, a]
≤ E
s′∼P
[
r(s, a, s′) + γ q-max
a′
F (s′, a′)|s, a
]
= [TqF ](s, a)
(70)
Now, assume that the statement holds when k = n, then,
T n+1F = T T nF  TqT nF  TqT nq F  T n+1q F (71)
From mathematical induction, the statement holds for all positive integers. Furthermore,
V ? = lim
k→∞
T kF  lim
k→∞
T kq F = V ?q
We would like to note that the gap between V ? and V ?q is induced from the Tsallis entropy.
E.5.1 Proof of Performance Error Bounds
Proof of Theorem 14. The upper bound is trivial. Since the original MDP maximizes J(pi) without
the entropy maximization, it is clear that J(pi?q ) ≤ J(pi?) where J(pi) , Eτ∼pi,P [
∑∞
t=0 γ
tRt]. For
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the lower bound, using Lemma 14.1,
J(pi?) = Es0∼d [V
?(s0)] ≤ Es0∼d
[
V ?q (s0)
]
= J(pi?q ) + S
∞
q
(
pi?q
)
≤ J(pi?q ) +Eτ∼pi,P
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtSq
(
pi?q (·|st)
)]
≤ J(pi?q ) +Eτ∼pi,P
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt max
pi(·|st)
Sq (pi(·|st))
]
≤ J(pi?q )−Eτ∼pi,P
[ ∞∑
t=0
γt lnq (1/|A|)
]
≤ J(pi?q )− (1− γ)−1 lnq (1/|A|)
(72)
F Continuous State and Action Spaces
Main difference between continuous space and finite discrete space is the number of optimization
variables. For discrete (and finite) state and action space, ρ (or pi) can be represented as |S| × |A|
dimensional vector whose element is ρ(s, a) (or pi, respectively). However, when state and action
spaces are continuous, ρ (or pi) become an infinite dimensional vector. In other words, ρ becomes a
function over S ×A which satisfies
M ,
{
ρ
∣∣∣∣∀s, a, ρ(s, a) ≥ 0, ∫
a
ρ(s, a)da = d(s) +
∫
s′,a′
P (s|s′, a′)ρ(s′, a′)ds′da′
}
.
Note that all summations in the aforementioned theorems are changed to the integral as the state and
action are continuous now. Then, our optimization problem is converted to the integral form.
maximize
ρ
∫
s,a
ρ(s, a)
∫
s′
r(s, a, s′)P (s′|s, a)ds′dsda−
∫
s,a
ρ(s, a) lnq
(
ρ(s, a)∫
a′ ρ(s, a
′)da′
)
dsda
subject to ∀s, a, ρ(s, a) ≥ 0,
∫
a
ρ(s, a)da = d(s) +
∫
s′,a′
P (s|s′, a′)ρ(s′, a′)ds′da′,
(73)
where P is a density function of the transition probability. The optimization variable is a function
ρ and constraints imply the set of functions which satisfy the Bellman flow constraints. Now, our
objective function is the functional whose input is a function ρ and output is the sum of expected
rewards. To analyze the continuous optimization problem, we can employ generalized KKT condition
for the functional optimization [28] where it mainly utilizes the functional derivatives to obtain the
KKT conditions. We can derive similar theoretical results by using the functional derivatives and
generalized KKT conditions.
G Additional Examples
G.1 Full Experimental Results
The entire results are shown in Figure 6 and 7. For Hopper-v2, TAC methods with 1 ≤ q ≤ 2 show
similar performance as shown in Figure 6(a). Furthermore, compared to TD3 and SAC, TAC also
has similar performance as shown in Figure 7(a). These results suggest that Hopper-v2 may be easy
to solve using TAC, SAC, and TD3. For Swimmer-v2, TAC is stuck in local optima for every q
values. However, TD3 and SAC also show poor performance while PPO, TRPO, and DDPG has
better performance. Since TAC is designed based on SAC and TD3, the performance of TAC seems
to rely on the performance of SAC and TD3. We believe that this problem may not occurs if we apply
the Tsallis entropy maximization to other SG entropy based methods. We also conduct the effect
of the network capacity on on-policy methods: PPO and TRPO, for fair comparison, as shown in
Figure 8. We can realize that the large network capacity does not help the performance of PPO and
TRPO. Therefore. this result justifies the experiments on PPO and TRPO with smaller networks in
our comparison.
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(a) Hopper-v2 (b) Swimmer-v2 (c) HalfCheetah-v2
(d) Ant-v2 (e) Pusher-v2 (f) Humanoid-v2
Figure 6: Average training returns on MuJoCo environments. Tsallis actor-critics with q values :
1.0, 1.2, 1, 5 and 1.7 generally show better performance than other entropic indices. Real line is an
average return over ten trials and shade area shows a variance.
(a) Hopper-v2 (b) Swimmer-v2 (c) HalfCheetah-v2
(d) Ant-v2 (e) Pusher-v2 (f) Humanoid-v2
Figure 7: Comparison to existing actor-critic methods on four MuJoCo environments. Soft actor-critic
(red square line) is the same as Tsallis actorc-critic with q = 1 and TAC (blue pentagon line) indicates
Tasllis actor-critic with q 6= 1.
G.2 Effect of α
We compare the effect of α and effect of q values as shown in Figure 9. We compute the pi?q on an
MAB problem with the reward function shown in Figure 9, while changing α and q values. We
can see that all policy with different q values converge to greedy policy when α → 0. However,
the tendency of convergence is different depending on q values. First, the supporting set of pi?q with
entropy coefficient α is defined by
1 + (q − 1)
(
r(a)
αq
− ψq
(
r
αq
))
> 0.
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(a) Hopper-v2 (b) Swimmer-v2 (c) HalfCheetah-v2
(d) Ant-v2 (e) Pusher-v2 (f) Humanoid-v2
Figure 8: Average training returns of PPO and TRPO on MuJoCo environments. The number in
parentheses indicates the number of hidden units. Both algorithms have better performance when
using smaller networks
Since we only consider q ≥ 1 and (q − 1) is positive, the supporting set becomes bigger as α goes to
infinity. Thus, for fixed q, large α makes pi?q more uniform but, from the supporting set condition, the
probability mass are distributed over restrict elements. For example, when q = 2.0, the probability
mass are only distributed on four elements while α vareis from 0.1 to 2.0. On the contrary, when
q = 1.0 the probability mass are distributed over the entire action space while α vareis from 0.1 to
2.0. We would like to note that q value controls the supporting set and α controls the distribution
over the supporting set.
G.3 Example of Bounds for q-Maximum
From theorem 8, we have the bounds for q-maximum as follows,
max
x
(f(x)) ≤ q-max
x
(f(x)) ≤ max
x
(f(x))− lnq (1/|X |)
In example, we set X = {0, 1} and f(x) is deinfed as f(0) = 0, f(1) = c. We see the tendecy
of q-maximum when c varies from −2 to 2. Then, maxx(f(x)) becomes max([c, 0]) and we
compute the q-max([c, 0]) using numerical solver. Since X has two elements, the upper bound is
max([c, 0])− lnq(1/2).
Examples of q-maximum with different q values are shown in Figure 10. It can be observed that, as
q increases, the bounds become tighter. Note that the gap becomes largest when q = 1. This gap
sometimes leads to overestimation error when we use q-maximum to compute the target value of
value networks.
H Implementation Detail
Our algorithm maintains five networks to model a policy piφ, state value Vψ, target state value Vψ− ,
two state action values Qθ1 and Qθ2 . We also utilize a replay buffer D where every interaction data
(st, at, rt+1, st+1) is stored in a replay buffer and it is sampled when updating the networks. Value
networks Vψ, Qθ1 and Qθ2 are updated using (56) and piφ is updated using (60).
To update state value network Vψ , we minimize the following loss,
Jψ = E
st,at∼B
[
1
2
(yt − Vψ(st))2
]
(74)
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Figure 9: Example of pi?q (a) with various coefficients of entropy α varying from 2.0 to 0.1 and
entropic indices varying from 1.0 to 10.0, respectively.
Figure 10: Example of q-maximum operator with different q values. The figures show q-max([c, 0])
over c ∈ [−2, 2]. The bounds are computed by Theorem 8
where B ⊂ D is a mini-batch and yt = Qmin(st, at) − α lnq(piφ(at|st) where Qmin(st, at) =
min[Qθ1(st, at), Qθ2(st, at)]. Using two approximations for Q
pi is followed from [27] which is
known to prevent overestimation problem in Q learning. To update both θ1 and θ2, we minimize the
following update rule,
Jθ = E
bt∼B
[
1
2
(Qθ(st, at)− rt+1 − γVψ−(st+1))2
]
, (75)
where bt is (st, at, st+1, rt+1). These update rules come from the Tsallis policy evaluation step. ψ−
is updated by an exponential moving average with ratio τ , i.e., ψ− ← (1− τ)ψ− + τψ.
To update an actor network, we minimize a policy improvement objective defined as
Jφ = E
st∼B
[
E
a∼piφ
[α lnq(piφ(a|st))−Qθ(st, a)]
]
. (76)
Note that a is sampled from piφ not a replay buffer. Since updating Jφ requires to compute a stochastic
gradient, we use a reparameterization trick similar to (author?) [10] instead of a score function
estimation. In our implementation, a policy function is defined as a reparameterizable distribution
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Algorithm 1 Tsallis Actor Critic (TAC)
1: Input: Total time steps tmax, Max episode length lmax, Memory size N , Entropy coefficient α, Entropic
index q, Moving average ratio τ , Environment env
2: Initialize: ψ,ψ−, θ1, θ2, φ, D : Queue with size N , t = 0, te = 0
3: while t ≤ tmax do
4: at ∼ piφ and rt+1, st+1, dt+1 ∼ env where dt+1 is a terminal signal.
5: D ← D ∪ {(st, at, rt+1, st+1, dt+1)}
6: te = te + 1, t = t+ 1
7: if dt+1 = True or te = lmax then
8: for i = 1 to te do
9: Randomly sample a mini-batch B from D
10: Minimize Jψ, Jθ1 , Jθ2 , and Jφ using a stochastic gradient descent
11: Update Jψ− with τ
12: end for
13: Reset env, te = 0
14: end if
15: end while
such as Gaussian distribution where we can reparameterize the action sampled from the actor network,
a = fφ(s, ) where  is often modeled by a well-known distribution P which can be easily sampled.
Consequently, we can rewrite Jφ with a reparameterized action and a stochastic gradient is computed
as
∇φJφ = E
st∼B
[
E
∼P
[α∇φ lnq(piφ(a|st))−∇φQθ(st, a)]
]
,
where a = fφ(st, ).
H.1 Reparameterization Trick
We follows the reparameterization trick used in the soft actor-critic method [10]. For continuous
random variable, the policy network often model the Gaussian distribution where the output of piφ is
the mean µφ(s) and standard deviation σφ(s) of Gaussian distribution. However, in most continuous
control problems, the action space is often bounded. In this regards, we apply a tangent hyperbolic
(tanh) to the Gaussian samples
a = fφ(s, ) = tanh(z)
where
z = µφ(s) + σφ(s)
where  ∼ N (0, I). Then, the likelihood of actions piφ(a|s) is computed as
pi(a|s) = N (z;µφ(s), σφ(s))
∣∣∣∣dadz
∣∣∣∣−1
where ∣∣∣∣dadz
∣∣∣∣−1 = ΠDi=1(1− tanh(zi))−1
where D is a dimension of z or a and zi is the ith element of z. Finally, the q-logarithm of the policy
distribution is
lnq
(
N (z;µφ(s), σφ(s))
∣∣∣∣dadz
∣∣∣∣−1
)
H.2 Numerical Issue
Since we handle the continuous action space, the policy is modeled as a density function of a
continuous random variable. Unlikely to a probability mass function, a probability density function
(pdf) sometimes diverges to infinity (or the maximum number of a computing machine) when the
probability is concentrated at a single point. In this case, the large pdf value induces a large gradient
which makes the learning procedure unstable. Thus, in our implementation, the pdf value is restricted
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to no greater than 10
8
q−1 . This numerical issue is often caused when q ≥ 2. For q ≥ 2, we use the
following likelihood.
lnq
(
min
(
10
8
q−1 ,N (z;µφ(s), σφ(s))
∣∣∣∣dadz
∣∣∣∣−1
)) (
≤ 10
8 − 1
q − 1
)
H.3 Hyperparameter Settings
Parameter Value
Optimizer Adam in TensorFlow
Learning rate 1e−3
Discount factor 0.99
Replay buffer size 1e6
Number of Minimum samples in buffer 1e5
Number of Hidden Layers 1
Number of Hidden units 300
Activation function ReLu
Number of samples in minibatch 100
Moving average ratio 0.005
Seeds 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Environment Entropy Coefficient, α (Best) Entropic Index, q
Hopper-v2 0.2 2.0 (slightly better)
Swimmer-v2 0.2 2.0 (slightly better)
HalfCheetah-v2 0.2 1.5
Ant-v2 0.2 1.5
Pusher-v2 0.2 1.2 (slightly better)
Humanoid-v2 0.05 1.2
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